
AC Module 
User Manual

Read a step-by-step installation guide for the grid connected ac 

module that will help during installation, operation, and troubleshoot-

ing details. This manual contains important components for install-

ing AC Panels Do It Yourself at your place.



Loom solar launches first time in India, Solar AC Module i.e. 
you can run your home appliances such as Fan, Television, 
Refrigerator, Air-cooler, Air Conditioner during the day directly 
from solar without Inverters, Batteries. The Solar AC module 
is designed to make every home solar powered in Metro city, 
big towns, Capital cities without hassles.

Note: It does not work when there is a power failure.   
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Product Description

Loom Solar 375W AC Module 

Features

28,000/-

Envoy monitoring system enables you to 

check each panel power performance on real 

time basis on mobile app and laptop.

Each AC Module of Loom Solar is independent 

power producer. There is a negligible impact 

on performance when panels are shaded.   

Built with unbreakable 3.2 mm glass, rust free 

aluminium frame powered with 230V AC 

output, It is the safest technology around the 

world.  

The AC Module is portable, easy to install, it 

can be installed on wall, in apartment, on the 

rooftop, in just 15-30 minutes. by any 

electrician  

Loom Solar AC Module is made of mono perc 

cells made from Germany. It gives high power 

output even in low light and cloudy weather.

Loom solar AC Module powered with enphase 

micro inverter comes with 10 years replace-

ment warranty. 
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AC Module Components

Sr.No

To convert solar energy into AC current.AC Module1.

Panel Stand

2. &

Nut and Bolts

To connect AC Module.Q-Cable3.

Panel Stand: To fix Solar Panels.
Nut & Bolt: To fix the channel on the stand with nuts and bolts.

(20mm for fixing Legs & Channels) &
(10mm for fixing Panels with Channel)  

4.

To measure solar panel generation such as
Energy Meter

Power, Voltage, Amp. & Total Generation(kWh)   5.

AC Cable

6.

&

3 Pin 

AC 

Plug

Cable:

 

To connect the AC cable with Energy meter.
3 Pin Plug: To connect the other end of the AC cable to the

home socket 

Warranty Card Warranty terms

Reference Components Description



1. ~50cm Legs (Small legs) 2. Assemble channel tightly with key
    (Capsule should be upper side)

3. Fix legs with bricks/Plastic cane

4. Mount panel on the stand 5. Tight panel with key 6. Installation Completed

1. Front legs ~50cm (Small legs) 2. Back legs ~95cm (Big legs) 3. Assemble channels (Capsule Should be 
    upper side)
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1 Panel Installation

2 Panel Installation

5. Mount panel One by One 6. Tight panel with key
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4. Fix Legs with Bricks/Plastic cane 
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⯁ Connect Q-Cable to AC Module

After the panels is fixed on the mounting structure, the last step involved is making secure  connec-

tions. 

⯁ Connect the Energy Meter with Q-Cable

The next step is to connect the other end of the Q-cable with the energy meter. The two wires are

neutral(-) and phase( )+ . The top side of the energy meter is input. Try to keep energy meter near to 
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your power plug for this you need to add more wire with Q-cable which you get along with the solar

module

Next 

The first step involved is to pull down the Microinverter from all four corners slowly, It will

make some gap between panel and Microinverter then connect the Q-cable with the Microinverter

It simply involves pluging the cable into the module, as shown in the image below.   



⯁ Connect AC Cable with Energy Meter

After both ends of the Q-cable is firmly connected - one end to the AC module and the other to the 

energy meter, it is time to connect the AC cable with the energy meter. So the energy meter is 

connected on one side with the Q-cable and on the other side with the AC cable.

⯁ Plug 3-Pin Plug in Home Socket 

The last connection involves connecting the other end of the AC cable to the plug, which goes into 

the power socket of your home. Since it is grid connected, once you switch the power on ( ), the ON

whole system starts working.

ON

OFF
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⯁ Check – Is AC Module Working?

In order to check your AC module installation and its working, there is a colour signal. When you see 

orange colour, it means that the solar system is generating AC power. If you see a flashing red 

colour, it indicates that there is no grid power available. However, if the colour is , it signifies solid red

that there is no sun power available. So, you know that your system is up and working fine, when you 

see the orange colour. 

⯁ What is the meaning of Energy Meter Parameters’ ?

The Energy Meter shows Power (in kWh), Voltage {in U(V)}, Ampere {in I(A)} and Wattage {in P(W)} . 

It shows real time data and is 98% accurate. It is small, lightweight and easy to install. This product is 

measured by LCD digital power. There is no human tampering.

⯁ How to shut down our Solar Panel?

To shut down your solar system, 

 

simply switch off the main power button. 

Color Indication Description

Orange 

Flashing Red

Solid Red

Solar is generating AC power.

There is no grid power available.

There is no sun power available.

ON

OFF

kWh

1.0

kWh

1.0

U(v)

230.0

1.25

I(A)

P(w)

280.0
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It is total power generated by solar in kWh

It is a common main electricity voltage supply 230 
voltage single phase supply.

It shows real time power generations of solar

It shows current drawn in circuit through solar



Registered Office

Loom Solar Private Limited
B-921, Green Fields Colony, Faridabad, Haryana-121003 (India).
Customer Care: 8750 77 88 00, Website: www.loomsolar.com
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